
ANABELLE ZEE

EXPERIENCE

Interaction Designer

DESIGNATION
Designer-in-Residence March 2016 — Present

October 2015 — March 2016

December 2011 — May 2015

September 2010 — November 2011

May 2008 — June 2010

Chicago, IL

New York, NY

New York, NY

Washington, DC

Facilitated three weekly check-ins for two incoming cohorts over the course of 12 weeks 
Taught and led exercises to explain the basic concepts of UX, UI and HTML/CSS

UX Designer
Designed a single page app to visualize albums released per year by album color
Coded the Sound Pixel app utilizing the Spotify and Echo Nest APIs
Took through to testing on multiple browsers to ensure site works
Performed usability testing on client’s beta product to help guide redesign
Reorganized and redesigned flow according to heuristic evaluations my team performed
Ideated potential options for app development that fit within the design framework

Illustrator
Photoshop
Sketch
Final Cut

Axure
POP
Proto.io
Invision

SOFTWARE

Interviews
Competitive research and analysis
Affinity diagramming
Personas
Wireframing
Prototyping
Usability testing
Task flows
Project management
Site/App maps

UX

Branding and Logo Development
Style tiles
Typography
Web design
Mobile design

UI

HTML/CSS
Javascript
jQuery
API integration
GitHub
Sublime

Development

Chinese (Working Proficiency)

Languages

SKILLSHELLO

Georgetown University
McDonough School of Business
2006 — 2010

EDUCATION

Bachelors of Science
Degree in Management and Operations

Creative Lead and Manager
Grace Street

Co-established first low-profit coffee and dessert shop in NY
Designed and executed successful operational systems which decreased customer
       wait time by 85%
Oversaw 7-person design and construction team across 8 months
Mentored and trained 12 employees for coffee bar and waitstaff
Managed 4-person team to produce marketing videos

Assistant to the Dean
NYU Stern School of Business

Managed budget for department; prepared forecasts for annual expenditures
Compiled weekly reports and presentations based on quantitative data collected by  
       queries, achieving 99% response rate

Assistant to the Graduate Program Coordinator
Georgetown University, Department of Biostatistics

Designed recruiting material; resulted in 110% increase in number of applications
Constructed and managed database on international schools

anabelle.zee@gmail.com
anabellezee.com

917.574.7861

I am a full-stack designer from New York with a background in start-ups in the coffee 
industry. My experiences focusing on adaptive, creative, and resonant experiences 
led me to embrace a career in user-centered design.

As a designer, I’m driven by users’ stories and interactions. I’m inspired by the ability 
for collaboration to solve problems — proving over and over that the whole is 
greater than the sum of its parts.


